2005 mustang e brake cable

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Upon following the instructions in the manufacturer issued
owner's manual which states "to set the parking brake, pull the parking brake handle up as far
as possible", I experienced a loud popping sound followed by the inability to use previously
mentioned parking brake since the cables had been snapped. The rubber coating of these
cables is apparently inefficient in keeping moisture and water out of the cable itself as
expressed by many unhappy Ford Mustang owners, which in turn caused my cables to rust and
eventually snap. I find it extremely alarming that this is such a prevalent complaint yet nothing
has been done to remedy this problem by either Ford or the NHTSA. Had the owner's manual
issued by Ford not said "pull the parking brake handle up as far as possible" my issue and
possibly many others would not have come to fruition, since in an attempt to secure my vehicle
based on the manufacturer's instructions my parking brake cables broke as a result of the faulty
rubber coating. Also, there is a good chance I would have not encountered this problem had the
owner's manual stated to only raise the parking brake until a fair amount of tension is felt.
However, the issue I experienced would have most likely been inevitable given the numerous
issues and complaints already surrounding the problems with the parking brake and cable, so
luckily I experienced this problem without myself or anyone else suffering any injuries.
Something needs to be done about this issue as it is extraordinarily unfair to put the
responsibility of repair on the consumer when the manufacturer could have taken steps to fix
this issue, and has done so in later models. My Ford Mustang failed Virginia state safety
inspection due to all 3 emergency brake cables needing to be replaced. This is a known defect
by Ford tsb and no recall has been issued. The parking brakes have locked up in cold weather.
This in my opinion is a safety item and should be recalled and repaired immediately. Please
make Ford issue a recall before someone really gets hurt. I have a Ford Mustang and went to go
to work and my emergency brake will not release. I can not drive my car. Left it running for 20
minutes to let it warm up but it still will not release. This happened when I first got the car new
and the dealership replaced the brake stating it was a defect. But now its doing the same thing.
Search CarComplaints. E-brake malfunction on a Ford Mustang V6. I leave the car in gear all the
time because of the issue. Water leak in passenger side kick panel Ford knew of water leak
issue when vehicle was manufactured. I had about an inch of water on my passenger floorboard
after a storm. Also rear brakes stick after using emergency brake. If I ever have to use my
E-brake in an emergency the rear wheels will lock up and be even more of a hazard and danger.
Both these issues are very safety related. Searching the internet you will find literally hundreds
if not thousands of complaints about this water leak and E-brake damage issue. Please do
something about this. I am currently thinking of suing Ford for the water leak and the fact that
the technician at the dealership admitted this is a known Ford problem but not enough people
have complained for them to care The parking brake cable on my Mustang froze up and would
not release. Freezing temperatures and snow led me to use the parking brake on hill overnight.
The next morning the rear brakes did not disengage despite releasing the E brake handle which
turned off the sensor. I did not attribute the difficulty of the drive to the brakes as there was lots
of snow in the parking lot and the light sensor was off. The car was driven half mile, and when I
parked, I was inspecting the rotors, the temperature of which immediately burnt a hole in my
winter glove. I called the dealer to ask about problem and they seemed like it was the first time
they have heard about it, but there are numerous online posts relating to the same issue. Has
not yet been fixed, as I am in process of trying to figure out if this is a problem the dealer should
cover, or if I am going to have to pay for it out of pocket. It would seem as though a safety recall
should have been issued for this problem since the parking brake is a safety feature and this is
not a part that normally goes bad under normal wear and tear conditions. Please continue to
make Ford aware of the extremely disappointed owners they have due to their refusal to take
care of this safety issue. The parking brake freezes when I use my ebrake and I can't drive till
the ice in the boot is melted. It wears my brakes and happens anytime I use it. The emergency
brake on my Mustang began freezing up and wouldn't release. Shortly after this began to occur
the brake discontinued to work at all. My guess is they have a design flaw in this assembly. In
the winter of , I had to bring in my car in for the dealership to fix the parking brake. What
happened was, the brake cable split somewhere allowing moisture to collect. When the parking
brake was applied it would cause that moisture to freeze, with the result of locked brakes. This
has also happened in The car is no longer on warranty so I don't bother getting it fixed
anymore, knowing it will just happen again. Instead I just park on flat areas and leave it in gear.
Ford has never offered a valid solution other than bring it in every time it breaks. Not
impressed! Hand brakes are not locking or releasing properly, I had my car parked in my

garage, I was warming it up, I pulled on the emergency brakes and went home to get something
from inside the house and when I came back the car was already on the street with a dent, the
hand brake did not lock, luckily no kids were there at the time, or a stroller. When releasing the
hand brake it locks up it does not release and when driving it, it over heats the whole wheel. In
low temperatures, below freezing, the parking brake will freeze. The cable has been replaced by
the dealership 2X under warranty, yet the problem remains unfixed. Parking brake freezes in
temperatures below 30 degrees. Parking brake fails to release fully when temperatures are
below 30 degree F. Waiting for temperature rise before taking to dealer. The parking brake
calipers and pads freeze and will not release when temperature drops below 32 degrees--while
the handle is fully released inside the vehicle. When in neutral and pushed car will not roll, and
when in gear and given gas car barely budges. Taken twice to dealership--by tow truck--but
when arrived temperature had risen above 32 degrees and pads etc had released. Dealership
has not yet been able to reproduce the problem. Dealership inspected entire assembly twice
and found no problems. No repairs have been made. Having a car that does not operate
correctly in cold weather is not an option for me. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Easy Mustang Rear Brake Replacement If you've been planning on doing a
Mustang rear brake replacement, or on a or newer car, a few minutes of your time to learn about
the new Mustang's rear brakes will save you time and money. While the rear caliper, rotor and
pads seem to be your garden variety rear disc brake setup, there is one issue that can cause
you a lot of grief, if you don't know it's there. The new design Ford Mustang rear brakes have an
integrated emergency brake, making the use of a screwdriver or "C" clamp to retract the caliper
piston for your thicker new pads, virtually impossible on a Mustang rear brake replacement.
Because this type of e-brake has no automatic adjustment, normal brake lining wear and tear
could, over time, cause the distance the piston must travel to increase to the point that your
emergency brake won't operate. Get a multi plate rear caliper piston rotating tool, which locks
itself against the caliper on the outer casting side and screws the piston in clockwise through
the tool's middle access hole. Make sure that the emergency brake is disengaged by loosening
the e-brake cable at the console or it won't allow the piston retracting tool to screw the piston
deep enough to get in your new pads. Place the car in Park or 1st gear. Jack up the rear of the
car on one side, blocking the opposite front tire and remove the wheel. Remove the two caliper
bolts with a 13mm socket 7. Use a coat hanger or bungee cord to hang the caliper. Failure to do
this can allow the caliper to pull against the brake hose, causing a split internally which, when
brakes are applied, can act like a one way check valve, locking the brake in the on position
causing a very dangerous situation. Insert the caliper piston adjustment tool. There are several
kinds of these tools. Don't use the universal "block" style" tool as seen above it's listed for
emergency brake piston adjustment, which sounds right, but won't work on your Mustang rear
brake replacement. You can either use the factory Ford special tool , or buy one of the universal
rear brake piston tools as seen in the above picture. Contrary to what my local auto parts store
guy tried to tell me, these universal emergency brake piston tools that you see below are not
designed for the Ford Mustang Emergency brake piston. Although they look like they might just
fit, they won't work on your , ,, or newer Mustang. Using a standard "C" clamp as you would on
most front brake calipers to retract the piston can cause permanent damage to the piston and
caliper and will not make the piston move inward and instead of a nice simple Mustang rear
brake replacement you will be instead performing a caliper replacement. If you have trouble
turning the piston inward clockwise make absolutely sure you have disengaged the hand brake
AND haven't cranked the adjuster tool too tight. Note: every three or four turns will require
tightening up the threaded part of the tool to keep it flush against the opposite wall of the inside
of the caliper. If you need to replace the rotor, it's now a simple matter of pulling it off the wheel
studs and replacing it. Once the piston has been retracted, insert the new rear brake pads into
their slots in the caliper support housing and carefully place the caliper over them. Fit the two
caliper bolts into their holes and torque them per factory specs. Replace the rear wheels and set
the brake pistons, by moving your Mustang back and forth, applying the brakes to stop it. You
will feel the difference when the pistons have "set" into the correct position. That's it! You're
done your Mustang rear brake replacement. Wasn't that easy? Do Not Use a Universal E-Brake
adjustment Tool Contrary to what my local auto parts store guy tried to tell me, these universal
emergency brake piston tools that you see below are not designed for the Ford Mustang
Emergency brake piston. And Please Heed My Warning Drive and adjust the parking brake cable
using the 10mm deep socket. Sitemap [? Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 8. Fastest delivery: Feb 26 - March 4. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our

payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Auto Parts Wholesale. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Brand: Ford. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Dorman C Parking Brake Cable. Next page.
Customers also viewed these products. Dorman HELP! Brake Cable Connector Assortment.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Easy installation as long as you can get the car high enough. They are Ford parts so
they were a perfect fit. Bought an off brand from a local parts retailer and didn't like the quality
the lack thereof. Paid a little more and ordered these. Glad I did. Fit was perfect and no issues
once installed. Fixed the e-brake problem on my girlfriends Mustang V6. Great Service, just as It
should be Worked great on my musta
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